AMERICAN EAGLE TRAGEDY
the earth opera

And call out the borderguard
The kingdom is crumbling.
The king is in the counting house
laughing and stumbling.
His armies are extended
Way beyond the shore,
As he sends our lovely boys to die
In a foreign jungle war.

SOMETHING IN THE AIR
Sunnerclapp Newman

Call out the instigator
Because there's something in the air,
We've got to get together sooner or later
Because the Revolution's here.
And you know it's right.
And you know that it's right.
We have got to get it together.
We have got to get it together.
Now.

Hand out the guns and ammo
We're gonna bust our way through here,
We've got to get together sooner or later
Because the Revolution's here.
And you know it's right.
And you know that it's right.
We have got to get it together.
We have got to get it together.
Now.

ain't there no closer villains
then the baby-eats-Russians
rats eat babies too

bob dylan

CAUSE

AND

EFFECT
Paul McCartney

What's Up?

Linkin & Glossman

In Paul McCartney dead? Was he ever out? Is he out of the group? Was he ever in it? Did he write any songs? Is Brian Epstein still alive?

There is talk all over the country concerning these issues, George-town University stated that the last three albums show definite signs that Paul is dead. One school recently had a funeral for Paul with four thousand people.

An examination of such cases is needed so that you can decide for yourself. In the album, "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band," on the cover, there is a head over Paul's hand on the south wind. On the back cover, Paul is the only Beatle with his back facing you. His head is right next to the words "Without You." There is a trophy of some sort on the bottom of the album. It is directly pointed to Paul. The most eerie thing is their song, "When I'm 64." Words in the song, would you still not mean they will die a valentine birthday greetings, bottle of wine? The words could mean something of "...birthday greetings,..." his last birthday, "valentine...," his heart stops and "...bottle of wine,..."

In the song, "A Hard Day's Night," I would think he will die this year. In the end of the words, "A Hard Day's Night," on the cover, you will see the words "This is the Beatles." In the album, "Help!" you will see the words "Help!" Paul and John are the same. John is the devil. John is the devil. Paul is the devil. Paul is a Saint. John is the messiah. We should have a definite answer by at least the year 2003. It may be the last thing we knew.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT NOTES

Academic Affairs Committee

Any comments concerning the teaching habits of Babson professors should be directed to Grant Clowery, head of the Academic Affairs Committee. Clowery is respected by the students and the new professor, Mr. Ahera, should be directed to him so that he can formulate a statement.

Dean Carpenter, Clowery suggested, new dinosaurs. "He feels the effects of because of the book," he said. A "no comment." The student body has a little more time to see how this turns out.

Drinking Down

A new alternative to Babson's drinking law, planned to continue with Fall Week-end was turned down by President Kriebel last week. Student Government's liberal lawyer lost out to the conservative policy over a disagreement about responsi-

Non-Credit Courses

A survey will soon be distrib-

Credit Courses
I accept chaos
I'm not sure if accepts me

---bob dylan
On what started as Friday evening concert with Realistic Colours...

Ended up as a totally involved tribal dance with Miles' Express

Miles rests his drums and preaches love

Saturday lite show
Sweetwater stole Saturday night's dance with a concert.
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Good enough for a Winter Weekend?

photos by M. Lipton
ROD MC KUEN ON WAR...

You won't believe this but I'm going off to war. I know that's hard to understand. To think of me knee-deep in mud when I so love the sand.

When I so love the water to run along the beach and play it's hard to think of killing someone on a beach someday.

That's what they want of me, you know that's what I'm training for. To think I used to think our fights were tantamount to war.

First aid.
Last rites.
The hour-to-hour way we live.
God is on our minds every time we hit the trench an hour later true-time takes over and fills us up with love remembered or good-time love to come.

I killed a man today.
The only thing I'd hurt before was you one time making love and then I only kissed too hard.

How does it feel to kill?
Like dying loves me and unlived yourself.
Like cutting living grass, or losing all your marbles in a match that wasn't right.

They are not dummies on an infiltration field the silent enemy breathes too. Someone should have told me that before I ran the endless field.

When true-time takes me over now after God has held my hand awhile, I think of love.
I love my fellow man perhaps a little more awhile. Tomorrow I'll go gently then and give the other side a chance.

---------------

APOLITICAL INTELLECTUALS

One day
the apolitical
intellectuals
of my country
will be interrogated by the simplest
of our people.
They will be asked
what they did
when their nation died out
slowly, like a sweet fire,
small and alone.
No one will ask them
about their dress,
their long sleeves
after insane,
no one will want to know
about their sterile clothes
with "the idea
of the nothing"
no one will care about
their higher financial learning.
They won't be questioned
on great mythology
or regarding their self-disgust
when someone without
them begins to die
the cowards death.

They'll be asked nothing
about their absurd justification
born in the shadow
of the total lie.

On that day
the simple men will come.
Those who had no place
in the books and poems
of the apolitical intellectual, but daily delivered
their bread and milk,
their tortillas and eggs,
those who mended their clothes,
those who drove their cars,
those who cared for their dogs and gardens
and worked for them,
and they'll ask:
"What did you do when the poor
suffered, when tenderness
and love
burned out in them?"

---Otto Rene Castillo
SOCCER PUSHES PAST B.U. BRANDES AND CG

B.U. Game of the Year

In a game that had the visitors as three-point favorites, the Babson soccer team defeated Boston University 1-0.

The first quarter showed the trend of the game with Babson pressuring B.U. constantly with great desire and style. There was no scoring in this quarter, however, many players deserve mention; Mike Klier played a very tough quarter and showed great hustle as he continued to do the whole game. Mike Bundy had to be the leader on the field as he headed, tackled, and checked tremendously. Bill Rogers and John Caswell also showed great ability in action, I heard someone say that this game was the pay-off to their hard pre-season training and I agree! The second quarter again was scoreless, but the unbelievable tempo and pressure was continued by Babson. The whole team showed spirit with much people as John Novak. Bill Rogers, Mike Bundy, John Wal- son, Vance Garay, Jack Abeel playing well. We almost managed two goals in this quarter but Babson almost put in a Watson kick. It went over the net about 1 ft. high. The second close call was by Garay on a pass in front for another Novak header. The score ended 0-0 at the half. Abelson

Babson celebrated its fifth victory at the expense of a stunned Brandeis squad, over powering them with Babson’s great conditioning and speed serving as an inspiration to their players. It was the most convincing victory of a great Brandeis team. Bitty Kellander, and important cog in Babson’s defense scored two goals, and captain Mike Bundy scored the other. Bundy also played his usual superior game at halfback and again had fine app- reciation for his defensive efforts. Sheldon Shalom recorded his second consecutive shutout and fourth of the season.

Babson’s offensive unit jelled into a devastating machine as they ran the totals off the field. Stu 3-1 last Saturday, Charlie "Clutch" Topper, the team’s best player and one of the best flying forwards to their order of magnitude in an offensive storm. Defensive prodigy Topper Jones scored his first goal of the season as he caught the Guard with their anchors down, and looped over them to head in a corner kick and break a 1-1 tie. Babson’s aggressiveness was the deciding factor of the game. John Caswell was given the "Tiger" award, signifying most aggressive Babson player.

Lassell Junior College suffered a blow in the Babson Letter- men’s Field Hockey Team. The lads of 1-4, remaining unbeaten, managed to pull out the win by 2 to 1 in overtime, the latter as "Crazy" Jack Abeel, "Hard Fall" Jones, The "Halloween Kid" Omen, "Switch Hitter" Cas- well, Vesina Trophy winner, Jody Keeler, "Shadows" Johnson, represented Babson in top form.

The game in detail was rather questionable as a power bonus

Radical Libertarian Alliance at Babson

SCHOLTOWSKI

Never before in our genera- tion’s history has the time been so ripe for revolution. Radical movements throughout the world are engaged in rebellion against the reign of tyranny. And though these forces manifest con- tinually the struggle for freedom, the world is as yet unaware of its nature and dimensions. The radical libertarian is therefore faced with the challenge to change this trend toward world socialism.

We eagerly extend the hand of friendship and aid to those actively and sincerely participating in the struggle against the mani- festation from all forms of oppression. It is this struggle which we speak of as the struggle for freedom. One has missed the struggle for revolution and the potential possibilities of change. This is not the struggle for revolution but the struggle for freedom. We demand the right of freedom of speech, freedom of expression, and freedom of thought.

Letters...

Radical Libertarian Alliance at Babson...

The members of the Radical Libertarian Alliance of Babson are dedicated to the ideas of spontaneous association, the principles of individual freedom, and the recognition of the inherent right of all individuals to live their lives as they choose. We believe in the power of the people to control their own destiny and we stand for a world where all individuals are free to pursue their own happiness and well-being.

To the editor:

I am a immigrant in Zambia. My english, probably, not too well to understand. Still, I felt had to write your paper, written by staff of you, got to me through relatives in the States. United All over Zambia, people with their chain or "Lithinks". Easiest I thought poet ever, Poems all over there in Zambia. Sincerely, Zem Daze Menza

SUNSHINE DAIRY

For Everything Good

160 EAST CENTRAL ST. (R.T.135)
NATICK. MASS.

Tel. 653-2060
Open 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

For information, call:

AUTO INSURANCE
MON. 8:30 AM - 8:00 PM
TUES. 8:30 AM - 9:00 PM
WED. 8:30 AM - 11:00 PM
THUR. 8:30 AM - 9:00 PM
FRI. 8:30 AM - 9:00 PM
SAT. 8:30 AM - 1:00 PM

For information, call:

FORD INSURANCE
355 S. ROUTE 35
FORDHAM, NEW JERSEY

Where you meet your friends
6 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Town Line Liquors, Inc.
MESSAGE TO THE WHITE MAN

THE ANSWER IS NO

This short verse I address to Sam
With reverence and no malice,
It seems only right to have an answer
If invited to his rice-paddy palace.
I've affixed my mind on a permanent point
And from it I will not stray,
Because being Black is a permanent thing
And I'm quite content this way.
So my answer will stem from a Black point of view,
When writing in reply,
To my call of duty, and maybe my death
And I'm not willing to die.

"The land of the free and the home of the brave"
But candidly what are you saying?
That the Blacks stay poor
While the whites get more,
And the Pope will solve it by praying?
Sorry Mr. Charley, I can't come today
Cause I'm not willing to die.
The home front needs alteration
Before I change my cry.
They've people hungry, bigots loose,
And things just aren't so.
And until you feed those hungry mouths
I'm afraid the answer is no.

by Rudy Crew